New Method To Extract Final-State Information of Polyatomic Reactions Based on Normal Mode Analysis.
State-to-state reaction dynamics provides a comprehensive insight into reaction mechanisms of chemical reactions at the atomic level. A new scheme to extract final-state information based on normal mode analysis is proposed in this work. Different from the traditional scheme extracting the coordinates and momenta from the last step of each trajectory, they are taken in the new scheme from a specific step of each reactive trajectory within the last vibrational period of the product molecule by demanding the corresponding geometry of the step to have the minimum potential energy. Test calculations on the collisions between the atom H and the molecules H2O, H2S, and NH3 show that the new scheme works much better than the traditional one. In addition, the new scheme is applied to calculate the vibrational state distribution of the product NH2 in the reaction H + NH3 → H2 + NH2.